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InterllliUent Vision. 

1'0 the Editor of the Scientific American: 
The method of viewing animals in rapid motion, which 

is suggested by Mr. S. H. Brackett, is, doubtless, quite 
satisfactory, but it implies a greater amount of rapid 
motion on the part of the observer than is necessary. All 
that is wanted is intermittent vision; and this can be accom
plished in a variet y of ways. Instead of opening a shutter 
repeatedly by rapid motion of the fingers while lookiug 
through a tube, it will be found more convenient to look 
through an opening in a disk of cardboard, which is at the 
same time kept revolving. This may be controlled hy clock
work (see Ritchie's " Catalogue of School Apparatus," No. 
733); or, more cheaply, though less conveniently, as shown 
ill Prof. A. M. Mayer's little book on" Sound," page 111-a 
book which every teacher of natural science in our country 
possesses, or is sure to possess as soon as possible after see· 
ing it. 

An advantage of this apparatus is, that the number of 
views per second which the observer secures is controllable, 
and the repetitions are quite regular. It is possible to dis
pense with tubes, so that the moving animal is more easily 
followed with the eyes. Moreover, by adjusting the disk in 
position so that the observer's interocular line is parallel to 
its plane and perpendicular to its radius, the opening passes 
so quickly before the two eyes in succession as to afford 
binocular rather than monocular vIsion. 

The writer has employed this method quite satisfactorily in 
studying the forms of falling drops of liquid. He claims, 
of course, no originality in this, for the instrument has long 
been known under the name of the stroboscope. 

W. LE CONTE STEVENS. 
40 West 40th street, New York, August 16, 1882. 
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pressures than low, therefore the rate of transmission per 
minute will be less for the heating surfaces. 

The Swiss and German locomotives are reported to carry 
from 165 to 180 pounds pressure as a rule, with exceptional 
ones at 225. 

In drawing fnst and heavy trains on various roads, the 
greatest difficulty in making time has 11een want of steam. 
There are so many contingencies which may daily arise of 
winds, storms, etc, that provision must be made for a 
greater capacity than is required for ordinary occasions. In' 
observing what the' tmin resistnnce would be for the above
mentioned train, about 11 pounds per ton, it must not he 
concluded that this would also be true of any oth�r weight 
of train; the resistance of the same number and class of 
cars increases in same ratio as the speed increases, and as 
we increase the tonnage number of cars the amount per ton 
decreases. 

Another important element of train resistance is the con
dition of the track. Having upon my instrument apparatus 
for mechanically determining the condition of the track, it is 
found, even on the best roads, each mile callnot be in equal 
condition, owing to increased wear and quality of rail. On 
grades is this especially the case, and at stations where many 
trains stop and start. Experiments upon all classes of pas· 
senger trains are too l imited to give any reliable formulas 
for general use. For long and heavy trains I have found 
the resistance per ton much less than that given by the 
latest formulas. 

Preparations f'or Observing the Transit of' Venus. 

.. .... 

A Monster Flagstone. 

An Index to Public Doelllllents. 

The vast amount of valuable information buried in public 
documents is  to b e  made accessible by means of a classified, 
analytical, and descriptive catalogue of all government pub
lications, from the foundation of the government to the pre
sent time. At the last session Congress provided an appro· 
priation of $10,000 for the work, which will be done under 
the direction of Major Ben. Perley Poore. 

----��+.-4 .. _-----

IN our description of the horse power hoisting machinery 
m3de hy the ContraCtors' Plant Manufacturing Company. 
296 Exchange Street, Bnffalo, N. Y. (issue of August 12). 
the titles to

' 
Fig�. 2 and 3 of the engravings were in some 

way transposed. Fig. 2 is a horse power for miners and 
builders, and Fig. 3 is the horse power for contractors. 
These machines, although similar in appearance, are some
what different in their proportions. We learn from the 
manufacturers of these machines that they are being rapidly 
introduced, and are everywhere giving excellent satisfaction. 
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